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Description: UniView Serial Key is a simple but powerful photo editor and slideshow maker for Windows. It supports both image formats, including the lossless JPG and the non-lossy PNG. You can open various types of image files, customize and play the photo albums. Main Features: * Convert JPG, TIF, BMP, ICO, GIF, PCX, PGM, PDD, PBM and PCD to PNG image format* Convert PNG, JPG, ICO, GIF,
BMP, PCX and TIF to JPG, ICO, PCX, BMP, GIF, PNG, PGM, PDD, PBM and PCD* Edit images easily and enjoy them in a slideshow* Customize the slideshow's background, border, play speed, delay time and title* Preview the images as a thumbnail list, and use the navigational panel to view the pictures* Use HTML tags to create an HTML album Review: A simple tool for editing, converting, playing,
printing, emailing and organizing your pictures. This program is designed to help you view your digital photos and generate an HTML photo album. It also comes with the option to modify and transform images to another format. It can save the changed pictures to the folder with their new names. The programs can also be controlled from an app. So you can create a slideshow, slide show, or pictures and movies
from the camera roll. You can open and edit the pictures from their original locations or import them from other locations and image files. You can also rename the image, crop them and adjust the brightness and contrast for viewing them in an easy manner. It also allows you to modify and transform images to another format. It supports JPEG, BMP, GIF, TIFF, ICO, ICO, JPG, PCX, PBM, PCD, PCC, PGM,
PDD, PNG, PCD, PCX, PDD, PNG, JPG, TIF and BMP format. And you can export images as JPG, PNG, JPEG, TIF, PCX, ICO, PCD, BMP, PBM and PPM format. You can modify and transform images to another format. It can be used for editing, converting, playing, printing, emailing and organizing your pictures. You can also view and modify image files from different locations. The app is compatible
with Windows 10 and 8.1 as well as Windows 7 and Vista. It

UniView Crack+ Activator

With the help of the exclusive Macro function, you can quickly load specific folders and files, convert images in batch, create a HTML gallery, and change the name of the photos. In addition, you can hide the file list and status bar, toggle the full-screen mode to view specific details, and zoom in and out. Photo processing tools: With a simple interface, you can edit and convert your images in batch, as well as
generate a photo gallery in HTML, in a few simple steps. KEYMACRO (Multi-format JPG to PNG Converter & HTML Album Creator) Description: KEYMACRO is a multi-format JPG to PNG converter and an HTML album creator. With it, you can convert the JPG files from different devices and edit the photos. In addition, you can create an HTML album by adding a prefix and suffix, changing the name,
adding a custom border, label and alignment, as well as the color and design of the thumbnail. Features: - Convert JPG to PNG at a high speed and quality - Change the border and label with ease - Create an HTML gallery in a few simple steps KEYMACRO (PDF to PPT Converter & HTML Album Creator) Description: KEYMACRO is a PDF to PPT converter and an HTML album creator. It can easily convert
PDF to PPT, change the template, add a background, change the size, align, add a custom border, label and caption to each image, and create an HTML album. Features: - Convert PDF to PPT at a high speed and quality - Change the template, size, align, border, caption and label - Create an HTML album in a few simple steps KEYMACRO (PDF to JPG Converter & HTML Album Creator) Description:
KEYMACRO is a PDF to JPG converter and an HTML album creator. You can easily convert the PDF to JPG, change the template, add a background, change the size, align, add a custom border, label and caption to each image, and create an HTML album. Features: - Convert PDF to JPG at a high speed and quality - Change the template, size, align, border, caption and label - Create an HTML album in a few
simple steps KEYMACRO (JPEG to BMP Converter & HTML Album Creator) Description: KEYMACRO is a JPEG to BMP converter and an 77a5ca646e
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Compatible with Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 UniView is free to use UniView supports up to 8 different image file formats (ICO, JPG, PNG, BMP, TIF, PGM, PCX, PDF) UniView supports multiple images UniView is free and simple to use UniView has powerful features UniView can be operated with either mouse or keyboard UniView is the easy way to manage and organize your photos UniView's main
features are: UniView supports multi-image. UniView allows you to view, manage, organize, and download your pictures. UniView has a simple interface with many features. UniView supports the most common formats for pictures, like JPG, TIF, BMP, PNG, PGM, PCX, PDF. UniView supports multiple images. UniView is small and very easy to use. UniView can be operated with either mouse or keyboard.
UniView has a simple interface with many features. UniView is the easy way to manage and organize your photos. UniView allows you to view, manage, organize, and download your pictures. UniView has a simple interface with many features. UniView is the easy way to manage and organize your photos. UniView allows you to view, manage, organize, and download your pictures. UniView has a simple interface
with many features. UniView is small and very easy to use. UniView can be operated with either mouse or keyboard. UniView has a simple interface with many features. UniView supports multi-image. UniView is free to use. UniView supports up to 8 different image file formats (ICO, JPG, PNG, BMP, TIF, PGM, PCX, PDF). UniView supports multiple images. UniView is free and simple to use. UniView is
the easy way to manage and organize your photos. UniView's main features are: UniView supports multi-image. UniView allows you to view, manage, organize, and download your pictures. UniView has a simple interface with many features. UniView supports the most common formats for pictures, like JPG, TIF, B

What's New in the UniView?

UniView is a straightforward program designed to offer an easy method to edit and play beautiful slideshows using your favorite photos. It also comes with the option to batch convert and rename images. View all the images from the current folder To open a file in the window, you can use the drag-and-drop method or browse the image path on the computer. Once an item is loaded, UniView automatically detects
other similar items from the selected location, which can be viewed using the navigational arrows. Customize the interface look For a simpler layout, you can hide the file list, status bar and the thumbnail panels from the view. Recently edited images can be re-opened from the menu. In addition, you can zoom in and out, toggle the full-screen mode to view specific details, and fit the photo to the panel. Display
your images in a simple slideshow From the "Options" menu, you have the option to configure the slideshow's properties, such as the sequence (e.g. forward, reverse, random) and the delay time between each picture, as well as enable a few transition effects, like expand, slide, reveal or shutter. It's possible to set the display mode (320x200, 1920x1080) and select what file extensions should be associated with the
app. Batch rename and convert your photos From the same panel, you can set the window to stay on top of other applications, pick the background color and modify the thumbnail icon. A nice addition is the option to convert multiple images between other photo formats (JPG, PNG, BMP). Create a unique HTML gallery Plus, you can change the name of the pictures by adding a custom prefix and suffix, replace
a term with another or use upper and lower cases. The tool lets you create an HTML album by setting the display size, the border width, label and alignment, as well as the page layout and the number of columns and rows. Useful photo editor and converter and HTML album generator To sum it up, UniView is a reliable utility that comes in handy when you want to view and edit your images, play them in a simple
slideshow, convert and rename multiple items at the same time, and generate an HTML gallery which can be embedded in your website. Keywords: photo slideshow, photo editor, image converter, picture re-namer, image renamer, image tool, photo editing program, photo converter, photo editor Description: UniView is a straightforward program designed to offer an easy method to edit and play beautiful
slideshows using your favorite photos. It also comes with the option to batch convert and rename images. Rename and convert pictures   It's wrapped in an approachable interface with the photo processing area and the most useful
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System Requirements For UniView:

Mac: OS X 10.9.5 or later (32-bit & 64-bit recommended) Mac: OS X 10.9.5 or later (32-bit & 64-bit recommended) Linux: Linux 4.2 or later Linux 4.2 or later Windows: Windows 7 or later Windows 7 or later 1080p/25/50/59.94/60 fps in 720p/1080p/1440p/2160p 1080p/25/50/59.94/60 fps in 720
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